
Under the Sea One day workshop 

Students will order individual pattern and Apliquick supplies from Kathy’s 
Web store before class.    Each pattern has a materials list for that pattern.

Fast, fun, and Oh so Beautiful.  Step into the world of pictorial quilting.  Add novelty fussy cut images to 
personalize your under the sea quilt. Choose from two beloved animals. Learn the steps of layered ap-
pliqué. Choose the easy turned edges  Apliquick method for the turtles or raw edge fused octopus. Kathy 
will demonstrate her fabric paint crayons to add lovely hints of shading. We will finish with a discussion of 
how to quilt the pictorial quilt. 

Design and techniques learned in this class.
Turned edge Apliquick method for all turtles.
Raw edge fused for Octopus only.
Tips for Basic pattern making for all sea critters using base shapes. 
Shading objects to increase the sense of form using my favorite paint crayons.
Choosing fabrics for pictorial work
Adding 3-D texture and objects to your coral reef including sea fans made completely with thread. See 
attachment
Quilting designs for pictorial quilting.

Supplies for all students to bring for either pattern.
Ironing surface and travel iron if you have one or venue allows.
• 4 inch or small size, sharp pointed scissors for cutting small complex shapes. 
• Instructor has appliqué scissors for purchase. 
• Pencil or Sharpie fine point black marker.

Octopus  Fused Applique 

$42.00 Required Kit fee. 
Includes. The $13.95 pattern, plus  - All the octopus and coral pieces from twelve different fabrics. 
They have been traced onto lite Steam a Seam 2 and fused to the fabrics. You will just need to cut 
them out and finger press them onto your pre-made background.

Background must be completed before class, so you will have something to fuse your octopus to. . 



Creating the background sand and water- 
Water-20.5” vertically x  24.5” wide
 Sand 2.5” x 24.5”.  Sew the sand and water section together or appliqué with slight curves.

Bring from home
Pressing sheet for fused appliqué if you have one. Parchment paper works too.
• Large ziplock bag.
• paper scissors

Sea Turtle and Coral Reef.
Required $13.95 pattern
Must have Apliquick turning rods, 1 unit of Apliquick interfacing and a glue pen for this workshop.

EASY Apliquick Turned Edges. I will be teaching this method in class.
 I use the Apliquick system of turned edges.   Watch the free video of this demonstration at

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1B4kh1L_dbg

I will have all the Apliquick tools and supplies with me, or you can order them from my website with your 
pattern. 

Please bring 4” applique scissors and Appliqué pins to class.
No need to have the background completed before class. We will concentrate on making our tur-
tles.

                        

        E-mail me with octopus kit orders or general questions at 
kathymcneilartquilts@gmail.com

                                         

Neck

Top shell base/ back flippers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1B4kh1L_dbg

